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white pine in the northern forests: AN ECOLOGICAL AND MANAGEMENT HISTORY OF WHITE PINE ON THE BAD RIVER RESERVATION OF WISCONSIN

ABSTRACT
This essay examines eastern white pine (Pinus strobus L.) removal and recovery on the Bad River Reservation of northern Wisconsin. A key species in the environmental history of the Great Lakes region, white pine has greatly declined as a forest component since Euro-American settlement. Forests eventually did regenerate on much of the cut-over area, but their composition is quite different than the earlier forests, with aspen and other hardwoods dominating, rather than conifers. This interdisciplinary study examines biophysical, social, and political processes that influenced the loss of white pine. We find that on the Bad River Reservation, as across much of the Great Lakes region, the loss of white pine was not a result of the lumber era alone. Changing forest management goals, officials’ projections of forest economic values, financial and technical resources available to managers, the political influence of paper companies, and shifts in land ownership composition all played a role in shaping the forests that returned on the reservation.

EASTERN WHITE PINE (Pinus strobus L.) played a central role in the environmental history of the Great Lakes forests, for it was the favored lumber tree during the logging era. The pineries of the Great Lakes became the cities of the Great Plains, and the depletion of the pine changed the region’s ecological and human relations for generations. In 1854, when the 125,000-acre Bad River Reservation was established along Lake Superior, reservation forests contained unusually rich stands of white pine. By the 1930s, white pine had nearly disappeared on the reservation, as it had throughout the region. Recovery since then has been minimal. Today, white pine is not the dominant species on any stands at Bad River. The region is now more forested than at any time since the

logging era, but the forests are very different places than they once were. The work of forest historians such as Michael Williams, Susan Flader, and Gordon Whitney has taught us a great deal about why and how the white pine was harvested, but we know much less about why it failed to recover. Forests typically will recover if given a chance, so a central question in forest history should be not just “why were the forests cut?” but also “why are the forests that returned so different from those they replaced?”

This essay examines the history of white pine recovery after the lumber era on the Bad River Reservation in northern Wisconsin. Past studies have assumed that across the Great Lakes forests, the intensive harvests and slash fires of the lumber era created conditions that made it nearly impossible for white pine to regenerate, while the few that did survive were eradicated by the introduced blister rust fungus (Cronartium ribicola). Using ecological and archival records, we examine the ways ecological, social, and political processes interrelated to shape forest recovery. We find that although ecological conditions and white pine blister rust contributed to the disappearance of white pine, a series of political, economic, and social decisions actively prevented the recovery of white pine. We find that white pine had the potential to reforest a significant amount of its former extent; logging practices at the turn of the century did not predetermine the composition of the Lakes States forests today.

WHITE PINE

ALTHOUGH WHITE PINE occasionally grew in the extensive, pure tracts that popular forest history terms such as “the pinery” suggest, it usually grew in stands of mixed species. Eastern white pine constituted an important component of the hemlock-white pine-hardwood forest region that extended across the northern third of the United States and southern Canada. Although white pine could establish on a range of soil types in the Lakes States, sandy soils typically supported the highest concentrations. Because of its competitive disadvantage with species that use nutrients more efficiently and are more shade tolerant, like sugar maple (Acer saccharum), yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis), hemlock (Tsuga canadensis), or basswood (Tilia americana), white pine usually occupied marginal sites, such as steep slopes and ridge tops, swamp edges and lake shores, and extensive sandy plains. Because seedling establishment required sunlight, white pines usually became the dominant species on sites where a fire, blowdown, or other disturbance had occurred. Even though hemlock rather than white pine was the most common tree within the northern Great Lakes forest, white pine was the most valued and commonly harvested tree. An estimated 315 billion board feet of white pine was harvested from Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota between the mid-1800s and 1930s. During the height of the white pine era in the Great Lake states, between 1869 and 1900, this species accounted for 60 to 82 percent of the region's total annual timber production. Lumbermen preferred white pine for two reasons. First, white pine floats. When rivers functioned as highways, pine's buoyancy enabled timbermen to move logs cheaply from the forest to the mill and then to markets.
Second, white pine was an excellent building material, because it grows into tall boles of clear wood that are easily worked, flexible, light, yet strong and durable. As William Cronon argues in *Nature’s Metropolis*, white pine cut from the upper reaches of the Lake Michigan drainage basin built Chicago and settlements on the Great Plains, and as the cities grew, the forests they depended upon shrank.6

**ECOLOGICAL HISTORY OF WHITE PINE**

WHITE PINE HAS DECLINED across much of the Great Lakes region.7 Even as loggers cut the region’s primary forest, special agent to the U.S. Department of Agriculture Filibert Roth reported in 1898 the widespread loss of the white pine component in Wisconsin’s forests. A 2001 review of eight retrospective ecological studies throughout Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota shows that the decrease has been dramatic in some areas. On one north-central Wisconsin site, 35 percent of the witness trees were white pine at the time of the General Land Office survey, but white pine has since disappeared from the modern forest.8

The vegetative communities that reforested the pine sites were very different from those that once covered the Great Lakes region. Fast-growing species such as aspen, paper birch, and pin cherry initially reclaimed the logged-over stumplands. As stands have aged, maple and balsam fir have grown in with the aspen to form the dominant assemblages; red pine also has become important in some former white pine-dominated areas, largely as plantations.9

The loss of white pine is part of a general trend that is occurring across the Great Lakes region: Forests have become more homogeneous. Whereas conifers and mixed conifer-hardwood forests grew across much of the northern Great Lakes region prior to Euro-American settlement, deciduous forests now predominate. Northern hardwoods (maple-beech-birch) currently cover 27 percent of the region’s forest; aspen covers 25 percent. Along with these compositional shifts, species diversity and diversity of forest functions has decreased.10

Questions about these forest changes have intrigued many forest ecologists and historians. Why didn’t white pine reforest the region where it once grew so abundantly? Most ecologists have highlighted the role of biophysical factors, and particularly the influence of intense logging on forest change. Late nineteenth-century logging left few seed trees and subsequent slash fires degraded soils, both of which minimized white pine natural regeneration.11 Where foresters planted nursery stock in an effort to bring white pine back, blister rust prevented it from thriving. In addition to these factors, some ecologists have highlighted the adverse effects of twentieth-century fire suppression, which impeded the development of the open conditions that pine seedlings require. Other studies point out problems caused by browsing by herbivores, especially deer, on young pines.12

While all these ecological factors played some role across the Lakes States, to understand why modern Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota forests contain much less white pine than in the nineteenth century, we need to consider ecological factors together with their social context. Changing forest management goals, officials’ projections of the economic value of forest stands, financial and
technical resources available to managers, and land ownership characteristics all influenced forest composition. A close examination of a particular place can help us understand the ways ecological and social factors interacted on the ground. Using a combination of ecological and archival sources, this essay examines white pine removal and recovery on the Bad River Reservation of northern Wisconsin. The availability of a rich body of archival records promoted our ability to trace forest management decisions. Ecological and archival records allow us to examine how forest dynamics, harvest practices, lack of seed trees, slash fires, and blister rust interrelated with political decisions to influence the loss of white pine after the lumber era.

STUDY AREA

THE BOUNDARIES OF THE STUDY AREA lie within the Lake Superior clay plain of northern Wisconsin, an area with relatively uniform soil and landform characteristics, but varied forms of land ownership, including tribal lands and private lands owned by industrial and non-industrial landowners (see Map 1).3 The landform, part of the geological formation called the Superior Lowland, is a gently inclined plain with an undulating surface and some small, V-shaped river valleys. Soils comprise a fine-textured, impermeable clay substrate, overlain by loams and sandy outwash deposits on some sites. The clay deposits are a legacy of the region's glacial history, including a period when Glacial Lake Duluth once submerged this lowland region.4

The Lake Superior clay plain encompasses two subregions with distinct human histories: the Bad River Reservation, home to the Bad River Band of Ojibwe, and an off-reservation landscape logged and farmed by European immigrants. Soil and landform characteristics are relatively uniform across the two subregions. By controlling for physical variation, we focus on ways that human history influenced landscape change. This essay highlights the Bad River Reservation portion of the clay plain because an unusually rich body of extensive, frequently updated records of forest management history was available. These documents enabled us to closely trace relationships between management goals, practices, and outcomes. The forest management history of the off-reservation portion of the study area is much more obscure. In related studies, we compare landscape change on and off the reservation.5

The Bad River Reservation lies in the eastern part of the Lake Superior clay plain. In the Treaties of 1837 and 1842, the Wisconsin Ojibwe lost the northern half of Wisconsin. The Treaty of 1854 (La Pointe Treaty) established four reservations for the Wisconsin Ojibwe, along with others for the Michigan Ojibwe. The reservations, including the 125,000-acre Bad River Reservation, were carved from these earlier cessions. The 1854 Treaty stands out from preceding treaties because it confined the Indians to a reservation; this change reshaped Ojibwe culture, economy, and environmental relationships.6 Euro-Americans and European immigrants settled the western, off-reservation part of the study area.

Although the Bad River Reservation forests are generally representative of the northern Great Lakes region, they are distinct in several respects. The clay
soil substrate differs from the loamy soils and outwash sands that characterize most of northern Wisconsin. The study area also has a slightly milder climate than sites further inland, because relatively warm air from Lake Superior moderates the near-shore land during fall and winter. The clay plain therefore has more frost-free days than the rest of the cutover region, making agriculture somewhat more viable. During the summer, the moderating effect of Lake Superior maintains an unusually cool, wet microclimate.
The Bad River Reservation forest also stands out from the northern Great Lakes region for its human history. The combination of the Lake Superior-moderated climate, fur-bearing mammals, abundant fish populations, lush wild rice beds, and dense forests made the clay plain an attractive location for both the Great Lakes Ojibwe and Europeans. Yet, while the forests of the Bad River Reservation are not identical to other tribal, public, and private forests in the Lakes States, the broad dynamics of political, social, and ecological factors shaping forest history that we identify here are likely to hold true across the region.

METHODS

OUR INTERDISCIPLINARY FRAMEWORK enabled us to examine relationships between human history and forest ecology. Advances in integrative research by environmental historians and scholars from other fields informed our methodology. Landscape ecology, a field that investigates how spatial patterns relate to ecological processes, provided the conceptual approach and methods to measure change of eastern white pine and other land cover types. We used a Geographic Information System (GIS) as our primary tool to analyze the landscape history of the Bad River Reservation. We also examined archival materials and the results of oral history interviews. Integrating environmental historical and landscape ecological approaches allowed us to relate our observations of landscape change to economic, political, and forest management history.

We developed several mapped data layers to use in a computer system (GIS) to analyze land cover change since Euro-American settlement. We integrated data from the Public Land Survey (PLS) records (collected between 1852 and 1873 in this study area, average date for all records is 1857), the Wisconsin Land Economic Inventory (ca. 1930), and satellite imagery (ca. 1987). These records enabled us to represent land cover at three important benchmarks: before the lumber era (ca. 1857), soon after the lumber era (ca. 1930), and following substantial reforestation, about 65 to 125 years after initial forest clearance, depending on location (ca. 1987). Besides describing land cover of three distinct dates, the GIS also allowed us to describe changes in land cover between 1857 and 1930 and between 1930 and 1987 and to compare changes of these two intervals (1857-1930 versus 1930-1987). Because Public Land Survey records are relatively sparse, we use the quarter-section (160 acres), which derives from the Township and Range land survey system, as the unit of analysis of vegetative composition. The particulars of this framework and our methodology, including a discussion of potential bias in PLS records, are described in greater detail elsewhere.

Records of the white pine blister rust program were collected from the National Archives (College Park, Maryland, and Washington, D.C.), the Great Lakes Branch of the National Archives (Chicago), and the Ashland, Wisconsin, field office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. We also collected records from the University of Wisconsin-Madison Steenbock Library Archives, the Wisconsin State Historical Society, and local historical societies. In addition, we conducted semi-structured oral history interviews with reservation members and industry foresters.
RESULTS

ECOLOGICAL CHANGE IN NORTHERN WISCONSIN

The GIS LAYERS and the statistical tests for analysis are described in greater detail elsewhere; here we review the results to provide context for the historical material.23

Before the lumber era, at the time of the public land survey, conducted between 1852 and 1873 on the clay plain, white pine dominated a large proportion of the land that became the Bad River Reservation. The dominant species on 41 percent of the reservation forest area was pine, primarily white pine (see Table 1). In comparison, on the off-reservation portion of the clay plain, where soil conditions were similar, white pine dominated only 17 percent of the quarter-sections.24 Several other forest classes also grew on the reservation, including lowland forest –17 percent of reservation study area, composed of cedar (Thuja occidentalis), black ash (Fraxinus nigra), and tamarack (Larix laricina); aspen (Populus tremuloides) paper birch (Betula papyrifera) (15 percent); boreal conifer (10 percent, composed of balsam fir (Abies balsamea) and spruce (Picea glauca), hemlock (Tsuga canadensis), yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis) (9 percent); and northern hardwood (6 percent, composed of sugar maple (Acer saccharum), basswood (Tilia americana), and elm (Ulmus americana).

Table 1. Land Cover on Bad River Reservation Portion of Study Area in 1857, 1930, and 1987*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LAND COVER CLASS</th>
<th>1857</th>
<th>1930</th>
<th>1987</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture-Grassland</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspen-Paper Birch</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boreal Conifer (Balsam fir-Aspen)**</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemlock-Yellow birch</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowland forest</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Hardwood</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pine species***</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upland Shrub-Herb</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other or No Data</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cells present the proportion of the reservation study area in each land cover class.

Some columns in this table do not equal 100 percent due to rounding.

* These data are derived from our analysis of 72 percent of the Bad River Reservation.

** In 1857, “Boreal Conifer” comprised fir and spruce species; in 1930 and 1987, this class comprised balsam fir-aspens. We group these classes together in the interest of making a comparison among the 1857, 1930, and 1987 datasets; these are the most comparable classes.

*** “Pine species” refers primarily to white pine in 1857 (90 percent of the quarter-sections dominated by pine were white pine; 10 percent red pine). In 1930, this class refers to red pine, rather than white pine.

In 1930, after the logging era, Bad River forests were dominated by early successional forests of aspen-birch (83 percent), rather than by pine forests (1 percent).25

The conversion of pine stands to other forest types largely explains the dramatically different forest composition between 1857 and 1930. On over one-
third (34 percent) of the reservation study area pine forests shifted to aspen-birch; that is, 84 percent of the quarter-sections dominated by pine in the 1850s became aspen-birch stands by the 1930s. Many sites that had supported lowland forest, boreal forest or hemlock-yellow birch also became aspen-birch forest. (These transitions occurred on 13 percent of reservation study area, 9 percent, and 7 percent respectively.)

In 1987, aspen-birch forest remained one of the major forest components, covering 40 percent of the reservation study area. Other vegetative classes also became important, including balsam fir-aspen (30 percent) and upland herbaceous-shrub vegetation (11 percent).26

Between 1930 and 1987, as the forests that grew up after the logging era aged, many aspen-birch stands shifted to northern conifer-hardwood forest (24 percent of the reservation study area). This change is consistent with the process of forest succession: Communities that require sunlight tend to gradually shift to more shade-tolerant communities as understory, shade-tolerant species mature. Much of the reservation failed to change in ways that were consistent with forest succession, however. On 34 percent of the reservation study area, aspen-birch remained the dominant forest community type between 1930 and 1987. This stasis in forest ecological composition is significant. According to the theory of forest succession, more shade-tolerant communities should replace aspen-birch stands. The discrepancy between actual compositional change and shifts predicted by the theory of forest succession highlights the role of human activities in the forest history at Bad River, as across much of the Great Lakes region.

LOGGING WHITE PINE ON THE BAD RIVER RESERVATION

WHEN THE BAD RIVER Reservation was established in 1854, the white pine had not yet been logged off, even though loggers were beginning to search surrounding forests for harvestable pine. Indian Agency officials viewed the reservation white pine as the critical resource for the tribe because it would provide employment and capital for farm development. In an era when tribal members had few economic opportunities, white pine represented a rare source of natural wealth, and the Indian Agency oversaw the logging of the reservation forests with economic development as its primary goal.

The forest history of the Bad River Reservation, like many other Indian reservations in the Great Lakes states, stands out from the surrounding off-reservation area. The timing of the harvest history differed. Whereas much of the region's forests had been harvested by 1900, valuable pine and other species remained in the Wisconsin Ojibwe reservations, like islands amid a cleared landscape. Because logging regulations of the Indian Agency ostensibly held lumbermen at bay (although widespread timber theft frequently thwarted these regulations), the white pine harvest at Bad River persisted until 1921-1922. At Bad River, the white pine harvest rose to more than 114 million board feet in 1907-1908, fifteen years after the regionwide peak of 1892.27

In contrast to the cutover elsewhere in the Lakes States, where logging companies left devastation behind when they moved onto the next lumber frontier,
Indian Agency foresters intended that logging on the reservation would occur in a regulated, systematic way and be guided by the principles of scientific forestry. The Morris Act of 1902, which legally applied to lands that the Ojibwe had ceded in neighboring Minnesota but also influenced the Indian Agency foresters on the Bad River Reservation, directed that forest clearance should be carried out in a scientific manner. Loggers were required to retain at least 5 percent of the volume of standing timber to encourage reforestation. The Morris Act marked the beginning of a short period (1902-1909) when the Indian Agency, supervised by the Department of the Interior, worked cooperatively with the Forest Service, supervised by the Department of Agriculture.

The Indian Agency’s desire to turn Bad River Ojibwe into farmers overrode their desire to practice scientific forestry and work cooperatively with the Forest Service, however. For example, the agency urged that the harvest be designed to “secure the highest returns in money possible for the allottee, and to reduce the forest cover as much as possible so that clearing the land for farming would be cut to the minimum of time and effort.” Some foresters wanted white pine seed trees—the large trees that produced seed for the next generation of the forest—to be left behind. Nonetheless, to prepare the forest land for farming, contracts stipulated that loggers harvest all merchantable timber, including pine as small as six-inch diameter at breast height (DBH)—a practice that discouraged natural reforestation of the pine stands.

Foresters believed that harvest practices that encouraged forest regeneration would also provide a source of revenue to the tribe, even as they would slow the transformation of forest-dwellers into farmers, and so the Indian Agency foresters were conflicted over the kind of forestry they should encourage. As foresters, they wanted to implement good forestry practices. Yet the poor logging practice of clearing stands of all seed trees simultaneously promoted farms, which the Indian Service strongly supported. These conflicting goals put foresters in a bind.

SEED TREE RETENTION

BETWEEN 1900 AND 1909, the Forest Division of the Indian Agency retained seed trees on some Bad River allotments. The seeds of a few trees protected from harvest might one day reforest the stand, officials hoped. J. C. Cavill, superintendent of the Great Lakes Agency, described this practice in a historical overview of the Bad River Reservation. In his report to the commissioner of Indian affairs, Cavill noted, “[e]fforts were made by officers in charge of timber sales to leave seed trees ... At that period ... [seed tree retention] was considered a satisfactory method of insuring a second forest crop.” Support for the practice extended to the top of the agency hierarchy. E. B. Merrit, then assistant commissioner of Indian Affairs, favored seed tree retention, even as he worried that fires might destroy seed trees before they could help regenerate a future forest.

Many foresters were skeptical that the seed tree retention policy could work, however. Their field-based perspective made them keenly aware of the impact of fire, which repeatedly broke out from the large accumulations of logging slash.
These burns swept across the Bad River Reservation during the 1890s and first decade of the twentieth century.34

Slash fires hindered the seed tree retention practice in two ways. First, the repeated, high-temperature fires altered forest soils. A 1943 document reported that some soils were so damaged that not even aspen, a species that fire usually promotes, would reach maturity.35 Second, slash fires burned the seedlings directly, sometimes killing them. The relatively thin bark of pine seedlings makes them susceptible to mortality by fire. Where slash fires swept over seedlings, they probably killed them, at least until effective fire suppression capacities took hold. Yet fires were patchy, and many trees did survive them.

Good fire suppression capacities were in place by the 1930s. Through a cooperative arrangement with the Wisconsin Conservation Department, a fire tower was built and manned on the Bad River Reservation. The Indian Agency developed and coordinated fire control plans, including fire detection, transportation, communication, labor, and logistics.36 Between 1936 and 1940, thirty-one fires occurred on the reservation. Still, all but four of the fires were held to twenty-five acres or less.

Although fire suppression may seem to encourage reforestation, ultimately this practice may have discouraged pine reforestation at Bad River. Repeated, high-intensity slash fires discourage pine, as previously discussed. Low-intensity, less-frequent fires perform important functions to favor white pine, however. In the absence of stand-opening disturbances, a mid-shade tolerant species like white pine cannot compete with more shade-tolerant species.37 Fires, which open the stand, allow sunlight to reach the pines and thus compete with species that can survive in shady conditions. At Bad River, 24 percent of the reservation study area shifted from aspen-birch to balsam fir-aspen stands between 1930 and 1987.38 Fire suppression probably reinforced the ecological legacies of initial logging and slash fires, since white pine was unlikely to establish under the shady conditions of a dense fir canopy.

Some forest scientists concluded that white pine reforestation of cutover sites required more than seed tree retention alone. Precise treatments must be applied, which trained foresters would most capably implement. After surveying sixteen Minnesota sites managed in accordance with the Morris Act, Raphael Zon, a USDA forest scientist, recommended that loggers conduct two successive cuts. First, they should thin the stand. This treatment would produce large crowns, which would encourage seed production. It also would provide a canopy shelter that would protect the seedlings from excessive sunlight and storm damage. When the seedlings reached a height of two to three feet, Zon recommended that loggers should clear the stand of the mature trees, thus allowing the saplings to grow in full sunlight. In addition, trained foresters could capitalize on the effects of surface fire to remove competing vegetation: "[I]t may seem paradoxical, yet it seems true that fire, which is largely responsible for the deterioration of our forests, in the hands of a forester, if intelligently applied, may become the means of their recovery."39

Zon thought that specific prescriptions were especially important for white
pines, compared to red pines, to which the act also applied. If loggers simply retained seed trees without these follow-up treatments, competition from other vegetation limited reproduction. Unlike red pines, which grew well on the nutrient-poor, coarse sands, white pine was a more successful competitor on richer sandy-loam sites. Logging opened land to the sunlight. Fast-growing species such as aspen and shrubs quickly covered the soil. Because these pioneer plants competed with the pines for sunlight, nutrients, and water, they threatened the survival of the pines. In Zon’s opinion, when it came to white pines, the Morris Act’s goal to reforest future stands required more than retaining seed trees alone; this objective required the specific treatments that trained foresters could provide.

Zon’s report highlighted a key consideration that foresters in the Indian Agency, the U.S. Forest Service, and state forest departments shared in common: Economics shaped the perception of management success. Market considerations are reflected in his criteria to continue managing an area as a pine stand: “I wish to emphasize that in speaking of reproduction, I do not mean a few seedlings, or even a few hundred seedlings, to the acre. I mean a reproduction which is sufficient to produce a ... merchantable stand of timber. ... If ... reproduction is poor and not capable of producing a merchantable stand, the natural reproduction must be recognized as a failure.”40 Zon’s guidelines reflect the assumption of early twentieth-century forest science that forests should function as a marketable crop. Even though white pine may have reproduced on logged-over sites, unless pine seedlings were abundant enough to produce a merchantable stand, Zon recommended shifting the focus to other species.

Although conditions after the lumber era primary promoted aspen, under certain conditions the seed tree retention policy appears to have promoted white pine. On many sites, pine thrived in the understory of the aspen. In the 1930s and 1940s, foresters reported that patches of young red and white pine grew under the aspen stands, suggesting that surviving pine trees had seeded their surroundings. In 1933, state forest ranger William Morris conducted a timber cruise and report for the Wisconsin Land Economic Inventory. He reported, “[o]ne splendid feature from the forest management point of view. ... on all this popple [aspen] area is that there is a good understory of Norway [red] and white pine, balsam and spruce.”41 The future for pine reforestation looked promising: Red or white pine trees grew on 50 percent of the reservation timberland, either in the understory or in a mid-story layer with the aspen.

The seedlings that Morris observed probably grew from seed produced by mature seed trees that had survived the slash fires of the logging era. Mature white pine trees have relatively thick bark, which enables them to withstand the effects of moderate surface fires, in contrast to young pines, which have thin bark and are intolerant to fire. For example, a scale inspector reported of a burnt-over site that he did not think the trees were damaged “even in the least degree. The tops are all green and the trees are looking fine and healthy.”42 Even if seed trees eventually succumbed to fire or windstorm, they may have dropped a substantial quantity of seeds before their death, which may have encouraged future stands to regenerate.
Morris noted that most of the anticipated white pine stumpage would be "widely scattered" rather than clustered. In addition, white pine reproduction was patchy. On some sites, the young, three- to six-inch diameter white pine grew "quite densely," according to the state forester, numbering about one hundred trees per acre. On other sites, reproduction was sparse, averaging just one seedling per acre.43

In 1960, the U.S. Forest Service scientists reported that an estimated 553,000 acres of white pine were growing in northern Wisconsin, mostly in mixed, patchily distributed stands.44 Thirty-nine percent of the surveyed stands were over thirty years old, which suggests that they had established through native regeneration, seeded by the few large white pines that had survived the lumber era. Since the practice of creating white pine plantations did not become widespread until the 1930s, and was never very common, these stands probably predate plantations.

Although the logging era strongly impeded white pine regeneration, the loss of white pine in the Great Lakes forest was not due to the lumber era alone. In fact, the slash fires that followed timber harvest of the logging era must have been quite patchy, occurring heavily in some sites and sparsely in others. The spatial variability of this harvest history has ecological significance: The logging era impeded white pine reforestation on many sites, but did not do so uniformly across the Great Lakes region. On some refugia sites, such as existed at Bad River, pine seedlings promised to develop into future stands, and yet they did not mature. While the effects of the logging era partially explain why the Great Lakes forests lost much of their historic white pine component, events of the twentieth century also contributed to this ecological change.

WHITE PINE BLISTER RUST CONTROL PROGRAM

IN THE 1930s, state and federal scientists believed that the decline of white pine since the logging era could be reversed, through a combination of natural reseeding and plantations. USDA Forest Service scientists S. R. Gevorkiantz and Raphael Zon argued that white pine plantations would be an ideal use of the 2,018 square miles of rough, stony land in northern Wisconsin that was unfit for agriculture. Plantations made sound economic sense, Gevorkiantz and Zon argued, because of the productive nature of white pine: "No other coniferous species in Wisconsin produces as high yields of wood per acre as does white pine and at the same time retains its rapidity of diameter and height growth until old age."45

The emergence of white pine blister rust as a serious pest undermined the nascent effort to encourage white pine plantations. Foresters made extensive and costly investments to control blister rust, and when those programs seemed to fail, the efforts of foresters shifted away from white pine toward aspen. Blister rust, an exotic fungus from Asia that can kill eastern white pine, was first discovered in the United States in 1906 and on planted pines in Geneva, New York in 1909.46 Infected nursery stock introduced this disease to the United States.47 The fungus attacks white pine through the needles, then moves into the interior of the tree, where it girdles the stem or branches, eventually killing the tree. The needles, which remain on the infected branches, turn a copper or rust color. As
the disease takes hold, spore pustules or blisters develop on the bark. This combination of factors explains the name “blister rust.”

The USDA-led blister rust control program was the most costly tree disease control program in U.S. forest history. During the program’s fifty-six-year history (1912-1967), the USDA spent an estimated $150 million. Like the threat that other rust fungi posed to other important crops in the Americas, such as wheat and coffee, blister rust threatened to damage an important marketable resource. The threat of adverse ecological and economic repercussions prompted officials to strive to check this pathogen, beginning with the Plant Quarantine Act of 1912, which prohibited the importation of fiveneedled (i.e., white) pines.

The blister rust fungus requires two plant host species to reproduce and spread, using each during distinct parts of its life cycle. Besides attacking pines, blister rust infects an alternate host, currant and gooseberry shrubs (Ribes). Managers primarily strove to control this pathogen by eradicating the alternate host from infected sites near white pines. Workers fanned out across infected areas to unearth the shrubs. Because Ribes frequently resprout, efforts to eradicate this alternate host required multiple follow-up treatments. In all, the program was tremendously labor-intensive.

Several state and federal agencies cooperated to carry out the USDA-led program. On the Wisconsin Indian reservations, the Great Lakes Indian Agency collaborated with the U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Plant Pathology, the Civilian Conservation Corps, the U.S. Forest Service, and the Wisconsin State Department of Agriculture to control blister rust. The program was implemented at Bad River between 1935 and 1967.

The blister rust program initially enjoyed broad political support. Between 1935 and about 1950, USDA Bureau of Plant Pathology scientists and program directors developed the scientific rationale that served as the program’s foundation. The pathologists argued that blister rust could be controlled, which would in turn promote secondgrowth white pine. For example, a Wisconsin statewide report found that the number of Ribes had decreased dramatically between initial and second treatments. As a consequence of this work, “[t]he acreage of white pine of young age classes is definitely on the increase in Wisconsin.”

Besides developing the rationale for the blister rust control program, USDA pathologists bolstered the work at Bad River with technical support. A Memorandum of Understanding between the Great Lakes Indian Agency and the U.S. Department of Agriculture Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine outlined the responsibilities of the two agencies. USDA pathologists provided leadership and technical direction. They supervised the preparation of work plans and maps, trained crews and reviewed completed work, maintained permanent records, and made periodic reports. The Indian Agency developed site-specific plans and carried out the work.

At Bad River, field leaders mapped white pine stands and oversaw Ribes eradication crews (see Figure 1), in counterpart with the administrative and scientific work of regional offices. Controlling blister rust was worth the cost,
field leaders argued, because of the unusually high resource value of white pine stands. Earl Nielson, author of a 1935 reconnaissance, prerreadication survey argued that “[t]he extent and value of the White Pine on the Bad River Reservation certainly warrants the expenditures that have been made and that may be made for blister rust control. This is doubly so because forest crops are the only natural resources on the reservation, other than game and fur bearing animals. Due to the extreme lack of hardwoods, White Pine is by far the most valuable timber species present on the Bad River Reservation.”52 To these officials, white pine stood out as one of few natural resources that could provide revenue to the band, and thus merited the cost of blister rust control.

The argument that white pine benefited Wisconsin’s citizens as an important economic resource bolstered political support for blister rust control work. Of the 35 million acres that comprise the state of Wisconsin, approximately 1 million acres supported white pine stands. In 1944, Wisconsin resource managers estimated that the state’s white pine was worth more than $36.9 million. The author of the 1944 annual blister rust control report concluded that at least 382,478 acres supported stands that were dense enough to merit the costs of disease treatment.53 Restoring Wisconsin’s status as a white pine lumber producer and exporter, rather than an importer, especially justified the program. T. F. Kouba, leader of the Blister Rust Control program in Wisconsin, observed, “even though the virgin [white pine] forests are gone, we continue to have the same land and climate that produced these excellent forests.”54 He noted that Wisconsin had become an importer of white pine, in contrast to the era when this timber type was one of the state’s most important export resources. White pine could once again become an important forest resource, Kouba argued “if logging is restricted to mature and nearly mature trees, and if fire, insects, disease and wildlife can be controlled.”

Depression-era federal funding made the labor-intensive blister rust control work possible, and when that funding dried up, the control programs faltered. Emergency Conservation Work programs, such as the Civilian Conservation Corps-Indian Division (CCC-ID), provided a pool of inexpensive labor, particularly between 1933 and 1941, when Emergency Conservation Work funding was available. Henry Putnam, the first blister rust control leader for the Forest Service’s North-Central region, observed: “The emergency programs were a godsend, for we had many acres mapped and all we needed was lots of labor with strong legs and good eyesight to get out the Ribes.”55

Although the blister rust control program benefited from cheap labor provided by the CCC programs, the scattered distribution of white pine made work difficult.56 Ownership patterns also posed a statewide challenge to the blister rust program. About 50 percent of pine stands grew on small, privately held tracts. For the program to be successful, private and public land owners needed to remove all Ribes in a coordinated way. If not, surviving Ribes in an uncontrolled area would negate the Ribes eradication in a neighboring controlled area. State leader T. F. Kouba observed, “it becomes increasingly clear that [to achieve] success, the work must be applied uniformly over all land areas, regardless of ownership.”57
The emergency conservation work funds enabled the program to justify projects to protect white pine stands that were more remote or heavily infested with *Ribes* than might have been otherwise feasible. Once emergency conservation funds dried up, much less work could be accomplished, especially on remote sites, although the program did not entirely close down. Other agencies,
such as the U.S. Indian Service, continued to fund some work.59

Through 1951, the blister rust program mapped increasingly expansive white pine acreage at Bad River, from 3,477 acres in 1935 to 8,547 acres in 1951, and an increase in the control area from 12,477 acres to 15,023 acres.60 (“Control area” refers to the protective zone surrounding pines where eradication treatments occurred, usually encompassing a nine-hundred foot radius.) Many of these stands were well-stocked.61 The acreage subject to blister rust control steadily grew: “new areas of reproduction [were] mapped and protected, and all other areas [were] reworked as needed.”62

After 1951, the program hit a plateau. Reports of the next twelve years, through 1963, show that program workers did not detect any additional white pine; the acreages of white pine and its control area held constant.63 By 1964, the program began to fold at Bad River: No blister rust control work was performed that year. In 1965, for the first time in the history of this program at Bad River, officials reported less white pine acreage than they had in previous years.64 That year, administrators decided to discontinue work on the Bad River Reservation.

The implementation of a more stringent cost-to-benefit ratio dealt an insurmountable blow to the blister rust control program. In 1935, when the program was introduced at Bad River, the minimum allowable size requirement for native white pine stands was twenty acres. Pine stands had to reach a minimum stocking level as well. Density requirements varied in relation to tree height: pines that measured one to six feet needed to support two hundred trees per acre; seven to fifteen foot pines needed to support one hundred pines per acre. For pines taller than seventy-five feet, the minimum stocking level fell to a range of fifty to seventy-five trees per acre. In the 1960s, a more rigid formula was implemented to determine whether a site merited treatment. This step required managers to explicitly weigh labor costs against the prospective yield. No more than 0.1 man days could be expended per one thousand board feet of expected yield. The 1965 report by Wisconsin Department of Agriculture area supervisors Andrew Depta and George Lehrer demonstrated this trade-off: “In some cases the allowable man-days are too low for the amount of control area involved to protect a small stand of white pine. This is true even though the MBM [1,000 board foot measure] is fairly good.”65

Even though a site might support a reasonably high volume of white pine, managers could not justify carrying out blister rust protection if the stands were too scattered. Consequently, in 1965 the reported extent of white pine at Bad River fell from the 1951-1963 high of approximately 8,500 acres to 3,101 acres and the control area declined from about 15,000 acres to 4,678 acres.66 Whereas thinly stocked white pine stands could be protected under the formula applied in the 1930s, these same stands could not be protected under the more stringent cost-to-benefit ratio of the 1960s. Since much of the second-growth white pine at the Bad River had a scattered distribution, in effect, blister rust funding was largely discontinued.

The reported decrease in the amount of white pine acreage needs to be understood in relation to the changing definition of a white pine stand. When
the program had ready access to labor and funds, such as were available during the New Deal era, program officials had motivation to liberally map stands that could develop into mature white pine sawlogs. Relatively high estimates of white pine could justify access to labor, which was abundant and inexpensive to employ. When funding and labor allocations to the program dried up, officials were forced to apply a more conservative standard to identify a white pine stand. By redefining the stocking level necessary to label a stand white pine, the extent of this species appeared to diminish, even though the actual acreage may not have meaningfully changed.

The purchases of tribal forests by paper companies exacerbated land fragmentation, and made it increasingly difficult for blister rust control programs to succeed. The paper companies wanted aspen, not pine, for pulp, and they were unlikely to encourage forest work that would increase pine over aspen. On some sites, the patchwork of alienated, private parcels interspersed with allotted and tribal trust parcels inhibited access to manage the protective buffer surrounding pine stands. In 1965, when Depta recommended a critical evaluation of the future of the blister rust control program on the Bad River Reservation, he noted, “the ownership problem is the most difficult to cope with.”67 Depta highlighted the on-going land turnover from the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) to private and industrial paper company ownership when he justified why eradication work had not been performed on the Bad River Reservation in 1964: “With this type of intermingled ownership, the job of setting up control zones around B.I.A. pine areas is very difficult because the zones overlap into these other private land holdings.”68

Paper company acquisition of tribal forest land, spatial patterns of vegetation and ownership, and political and economic factors of the blister rust control program compounded one another, leading to the decision by Wisconsin Department of Agriculture supervisors and Bureau of Indian Affairs supervisors and foresters to discontinue the program at Bad River. Vegetative pattern characteristics, especially the scattered distribution of white pine and the abundance of Ribes, contributed to a high cost-to-benefit ratio. To protect just a few, scattered white pine trees, work crews had to eradicate many Ribes. As the allowable cost-to-benefit ratio became more stringent, the inherent economic inefficiency of protecting thinly stocked white pine stands, especially across an undulating topography and amid a checkerboard land ownership pattern as at Bad River, ultimately killed the program.

Was the effort to control blister rust at Bad River viable? A substantial body of fungal pathology research shows that blister rust is most likely to break out on cool, humid sites, such as those near Lake Superior.69 Yet several researchers have shown that despite this regional trend, local infection varies widely: On some high-risk sites, white pine is free or nearly free of infection.70 At Bad River, managers probably faced a greater challenge than they realized. Onshore winds could carry fungal spores far beyond the typical nine-hundred-foot zone within which USDA protocols directed workers to pull Ribes. Exposed ridgetop sites were especially susceptible to infection. On many Bad River sites where pine seedlings
grew on exposed northward facing ridges and slopes, which sometimes lacked a hardwood overstory (i.e., after a clear cut), *Ribes* eradication efforts may have been thwarted in part because the fungal spores may have traveled farther than supervisors expected.

Although the control program did not eradicate blister rust, it may have inhibited the pathogen long enough to provide a critical window for regeneration. In 1935, when officials began to control blister rust at Bad River, just thirteen years had passed since the Stearns Lumber Company, the primary contractor at Bad River, completed its harvest of the reservation’s primary forest (in the winter of 1921-1922). Few pines survived in the canopy at that time. This period constituted a critical window for pine regeneration: Had the few remaining trees died, the seed source within the reservation would have been lost. By protecting the surviving white pines, the program may have encouraged some regeneration, making an important difference to the persistence of a small, vulnerable population. The three-decadelong program would have persisted through several seeding cohorts. Because of the program’s opportune timing, it potentially encouraged seedlings that sprouted from the early twentieth-century seed trees and any remnant pines that loggers had left behind.

**SHIFTING MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES**

**ASPEN AND WHITE PINE** interacted in a complicated way on the Bad River Reservation. After the lumber era, aspen promoted pine in some respects, yet it was because of aspen that white pine eventually declined. When white pine blister rust control efforts failed, forest managers clear-cut to encourage aspen, and in doing so, they suppressed pine. Paper companies were becoming increasingly important political players in the region, and paper companies preferred aspen to pine. As paper companies acquired tribal forests and encouraged aspen, the options available to tribal foresters shrank, and tribal foresters began to manage in favor of aspen.

White pine seedlings grow best in shelterwood conditions: A partially open canopy allows some sunlight to reach the pines while helping to protect them from blister rust. As early as 1912, foresters observed that the survival of white pine seedlings depended on sites characterized by intermediate conditions between those of open and closed canopies. Pulpwood management flies in the face of this proscription and thus the widespread pulpwood management practices across the Great Lakes region may help to explain the loss of white pine.71

In the 1930s and 1940s, the Great Lakes Agency aimed to develop a permanent industry for the Bad River Band based on lumbering and pulp cutting. This renewed interest in forest products embodied a shift away from the goal to develop an agricultural foundation to the reservation economy, and thus a new economic strategy. Agency officials decided that forest management would initially focus on aspen, since it had regenerated so well after the lumber era.72 By the 1930s, aspen accounted for 83 percent of the reservation area. Yet pine seedlings grew under the aspen overstory on half of the reservation’s timberland according to
state forester William Morris, and by the 1950s and 60s, that pine would be mature. In the 1940s, some planners believed that by the 1960s pine would constitute a large enough proportion of the stumpage volume that managers could shift primarily harvesting aspen to a mixture of timber types that included pine.73

William Morris, forest ranger for the state of Wisconsin, contended that short-term practices to favor an aspen overstory could promote white pine reestablishment in the long-term. In his 1933 survey for the Wisconsin Land Economic Inventory, Morris noted, carefully “cutting ... [the aspen] ... will greatly stimulate the growth of the pine.”74 Aspen would function as a nurse crop, he reasoned, providing the moderately shady conditions that encourage white pine to regenerate. An aspen canopy also protected seedlings from white pine weevil (Pissodes strobi Peck), which often attacks in open conditions. Research shows that aspen usually senesces in sixty to eighty years, at which point long-lived pines can emerge into the forest canopy.75 Morris recognized that management practices favored aspen, but believed that this would benefit pine, if the second-growth forests were managed on long rotations that first removed aspen overstories and allowed the pine to mature, so it could be harvested decades later.

Instead, by the 1960s, management shifted to short rotations that favored aspen at the expense of pine. In 1962, the Great Lakes Agency directed that a larger and larger proportion of the reservation forest should be dedicated to aspen regeneration clear-cuts. The 1962 Bad River forest management plan recommended clear-cutting more than three-quarters of the aspen stands over a fifteen-year period. To encourage aspen regrowth, the clear-cuts would remove the white pine understory along with the aspen. This meant that over half (58 percent) of the tribal timber land would be clear cut, since aspen stands accounted for most of the timber land on the reservation. Correspondingly, the aspen harvest increased from 434 thousand board feet in 1965 to a peak of 3,885 thousand board feet in 1974.76

The emphasis on aspen conformed to officials’ interpretations of federal legislation. In 1934, the U.S. Congress passed the Indian Reorganization Act (IRA). Section 6 of this act directed foresters to practice sustainable management, that is, practices that would ensure a constant future timber supply. In the mid-twentieth century, no species covered more of the Bad River timber land than aspen or put on additional wood as quickly.77 By focusing on aspen, forest management plans could harvest a high volume while preserving forest stands for future harvests. In response to a mill owner’s inquiry to build a sawmill at Bad River, Secretary of the Interior Mastin G. White reflects this interpretation of Section 6 of the IRA: “Section 6 ... directs [compliance with] ... the principle of sustainable yield. It is our understanding that most of the land in question was logged and burned many years ago, and that the mature timber now on the land, which could be harvested under the principle of sustained yield management, is largely of the fast growing species such as poplar [aspen].”78 Cognizant of the forest history at Bad River, as across much of the Great Lakes region, White realized that if officials aimed to harvest timber in the short-term, little else other than aspen could produce a sustainable yield.
In 1973, the Bureau of Indian Affairs adopted an agencywide policy change to promote aspen regeneration. The minimum allowable harvest height of aspen dropped from twenty-four feet to just eight feet. This change required contractors to harvest much smaller aspen trees than they had in the past, thus leaving very few trees on site.

The repeated, large clear-cuts of the 1970s help to explain why little, if any of the young white pine that workers observed in the 1930s and 1940s matured. Although pines often establish in the aspen understory, pines and aspen cannot both thrive when aspen is clear-cut on thirty- to seventy-year rotations. By deciding to harvest trees even as small as those containing a single, eight-foot merchantable log, managers removed or severely damaged most of the standing trees, including any white pine that had regenerated after the lumber era. With the loss of white pine trees came a loss of pine seed sources, which greatly impaired reproduction. Other than in a plantation, little pine was likely to reforest the reservation.

Forest management practices of the mid-twentieth century help to explain the 1930-1987 vegetative history at Bad River. Our 1930 land cover map (i.e., GIS layer) shows that aspen-birch stands reforested the vast majority of the reservation (83 percent of study area). In the absence of stand-clearing disturbances, forest succession theory predicts that these stands would probably have developed into more shade-tolerant forest types. Yet many of the aspen-birch stands did not shift to a more shade tolerant type; on 34 percent of the reservation study area, sites supported aspen-birch between 1930 and 1987—for more than a half-century. The history of short-rotation, clear-cut practices (i.e., rotations) to promote aspen helps to explain why much of the landscape did not develop into a more mature successional stage, as theories of forest stand dynamics would otherwise suggest.

Land ownership changes of the mid-twentieth century reinforced the Indian Agency's growing emphasis on pulpwood management. The proportion of land held by forest companies dramatically increased, from 1 percent of the reservation study area in 1905 to 16 percent in 1960 to 27 percent in 1988. During the primary forest harvest era (before 1922 at Bad River), logging companies did not need to own forestland to gain access to stumpage. Companies could get mature timber by winning contract bids, which the Indian Agency advertised and awarded. Unlike stumpage on company-owned land, timber on Indian land did not saddle logging companies with the tax burden of cutover stumpland, a great financial advantage. By the 1940s, market conditions had changed, which promoted new thinking about land ownership. Timber companies no longer avoided land acquisition, rather they actively sought out timberland with long-term ownership in mind.

As a pulpwood market developed, land ownership became central to supporting this emergent forest industry: With the title in hand, companies could implement the clear cuts that would promote aspen and other pulp trees. Industrial owners positioned themselves to make the most of new pulpwood markets. At Bad River, industrial forest companies purchased reservation land. On many of these parcels,
managers implemented thirty-five- to fifty-year rotation cycles, thereby promoting pulpwood.84

Aspen was not merely a different species than pine; comparatively, it was an extremely low-value crop, and one that required frequent harvesting of abundant acreage to supply paper mills, which is essentially an agricultural model of production. Because the forest industry now depended on intensively managing a large land base, it adopted a new set of assumptions about land ownership.

By the 1980s, past conditions favorable to white pine reforestation had disappeared, largely due to the intervening three decades of pulpwood management. According to foresters’ models of ecological succession, in the absence of disturbances, mid-shade tolerant species, such as white pine or hardwoods, should eventually become dominant on a site as the fast-growing, light-loving aspen die out. The increasingly frequent and large aspen regeneration clear-cuts of the decades between the 1950s and the 1980s interfered with this forest transition by removing available seed sources.

CONCLUSIONS

EVENTS OF MULTIPLE PERIODS in the twentieth century, not just the logging era, account for the decline of white pine at Bad River Reservation and across the Great Lakes region.85 In the late nineteenth- and early twentieth centuries, heavy timber harvest and subsequent slash fires greatly reduced the proportion of white pine across the Great Lakes forests. Still, natural reforestation of white pine was possible in some areas. At Bad River the combination of the seed tree retention program, although sporadically implemented, and survival of primary forest pines on refugia sites provided strong potential for second-growth white pine to reforest some of its former extent.

By the 1930s, white pine reproduction was strong on many sites, especially where aspen functioned as a nurse crop. Good reproduction indicated that second-growth white pine had potential to reforest a significant amount of its former extent, promoting optimism that a marketable white pine timber crop would mature. Although many forest managers acknowledged that blister rust and weevil posed silvicultural problems, they believed that these threats could be controlled. Forest managers directed funds and labor resources to promote white pine, primarily through the blister rust control program. The dispersed, scattered white pine seedlings and complicated pattern of private land abutting tribal land made blister rust protection expensive, however. Rather than implement uniform practices across a large area, managers were obliged to coordinate with private landowners, thereby increasing administrative costs. Likewise, managers across the Great Lakes region confronted problems of controlling blister rust on private land: Of all ownership types, private land accounted for over half of the acreage where blister rust treatments were applied (51 percent) in Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Michigan.86 As New Deal era funds dried up, administrators gradually withdrew support for the program.

The 1960s transformed forest management on the Bad River Reservation.
Managers of the 1930s and 1940s had promoted white pine reforestation as a component of diverse management goals, but by the 1960s they began to focus almost exclusively on pulpwood species. Growing interest in restoring white pine may help recover white pine—but only if foresters are able to maintain an active, on-going management program.87

To understand the ecological history of white pine, we need to consider the political, economic, and land tenure histories of the sites where this species once grew abundantly. At Bad River, political debates over the Indian Agency’s objectives and the level of alignment with the Forest Service during the Gifford Pinchot-inspired conservation era influenced the practice of seed tree retention. These decisions affected the capacity for white pine populations to regenerate naturally. Forest managers also took political considerations into account when developing fire suppression policies; this decision probably discouraged white pine regeneration. Economics also played a role in Bad River’s forest history. For example, cost-to-benefit trade-offs influenced the decision to discontinue the blister rust control program. Land tenure history also shaped forest changes. The checkerboard pattern of private and public land ownership stymied the coordinated, comprehensive approach required to check the blister rust fungus. Finally, the history of ownership by industrial land owners affected pine regeneration. Forest products companies increased their holdings on the reservation during the twentieth century from 1 percent in 1905 to 26 percent in 1988. Thus, pulpwood management practices were applied to a growing proportion of the reservation, which probably discouraged white pine regeneration.

Throughout the Lakes States region, forest managers promoted pulpwood species in the mid-twentieth century, as they had at Bad River. The combination of forest clearance and slash fires during the lumber era, sometimes followed by abandonment of failed farmsteads, created ideal conditions for aspen. Open, sunny sites, denuded of competing vegetation, encouraged the fast-growing species to become established across much of the region. Estimates of aspen-birch forest in northern Wisconsin prior to Euro-American settlement range from 315,000 acres to over 650,000 acres. By 1936, aspen-birch stands covered 5.2 million acres throughout Wisconsin, as well as 5 million acres in Michigan and over 6.5 million acres in Minnesota.88 Aspen had boomed.

Toward the end of the lumber era, many forest resource companies had begun to integrate papermaking into their operations, when paper served as a good way to use otherwise worthless small trees cut during logging operations.89 Although many foresters perceived aspen as an inferior forest species, called a “weed tree” by some, as the pulp industry took hold, many foresters pragmatically promoted the species. By the late 1940s, paper manufacturing was Wisconsin’s third largest industry. The large extent of aspen-birch cover in the Great Lakes states today attests to the history of industrial aspen management. Aspen-birch is the second most prevalent forest type in the Great Lakes states (26 percent of timber land area).90 In the absence of intentional practices to maintain aspen, this forest type would have shifted to other more shade tolerant species, especially in the mid- to late-twentieth century, when fires were usually suppressed.
Archival documents provided insight into an aspect of forest history that many studies of forest change have overlooked: the story of white pine regeneration. Forest inventories and surveys at Bad River frequently obscured the young pines that grew on the reservation in the twentieth century because of their focus on marketable resources in the forest canopy. Thus many inventories underestimated the potential for future stands of pine to develop. This archival investigation enables us to tell a different forest history than we could tell if we relied on information about canopy composition alone.

While the ecological, cultural, and political conditions that drove forest change on the Bad River Reservation are specific to this one particular place, similar decisions took place across the Great Lakes region, with similar consequences. Throughout the region, the white pine was the first to be logged during the lumber era, and throughout the region, white pine no longer forms a dominant component of most forests.96 While the intensive logging, removal of seed trees, and slash fires of the lumber era all affected the decline of white pine, decisions made throughout the mid-twentieth century were also influential.
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Lake States timber production. According to these records, the importance of white pine peaked in 1879 for the Lakes States region, when it accounted for 82.5 percent of the total timber production. Between the mid-1870s and the mid-1890s, annual white pine lumber production in the Lake States surged from less than four billion board feet to over nine billion board feet. Williams, *Americans and Their Forests*, 222-23.

6. William J. Cronon, *Nature’s Metropolis: Chicago and the Great West* (New York: W.W. Norton, 1991), 151-58, 169-206. The physiological characteristics of white pine help to explain its structural properties. Mature white pine trees grow tall because they are able to emerge above the forest canopy into the supercanopy. Travelers of pre-Euro-American settlement forests reported white pine trees growing to heights of 250 feet or more with diameters of six to seven feet. For details, see Whitney, *From Coastal Wilderness to Fruited Plain*, 179. Another desirable trait of pine as a building material is its clear, knot-free wood, which develops because trees drop their lower branches as they grow.


11. In his comprehensive report to the Wisconsin legislature, Filibert Roth, special agent to the U.S. Department of Agriculture observed, “[a]ll [white pine] logging is extremely close” typically including anything that would “make a 2 x 4.” Roth, *Forestry Conditions*, 18. Roth reported of the areas that had been repeatedly burned: “Here are large tracts of bare wastes, 'stump prairies,' where the ground is sparsely covered with weeds and grass, sweet fern, and a few scattering runty bushes of scrub oak, aspen, and white birch.” Roth, *Forestry Conditions*, 13.

12. Research on the loss of white pine typically highlights the logging era. Cleland, Leefers, and Dickman note, in Michigan “extensive areas were converted from pine to aspen”

13. We restricted our study area to a subportion of a single Land Type Association (LTA) to meet our research criteria for uniform soil and landform characteristics and thereby control for sources of ecological variation. Because of this research design specification, we limited the study area to 72 percent of the reservation and excluded an ecologically dissimilar part. Scientists consider an LTA to be an ecological unit because of its ecological uniformity. Details available at Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (hereafter WDNR), Wisconsin Land Type Associations (LTAs) (Madison, Wisconsin: Department of Natural Resources, 1999).


15. A comparison of the landscape histories of the reservation and off-reservation subregions can be found in Michelle M. Steen-Adams, "Change on a Northern Wisconsin Landscape: Legacies of Human History" (PhD diss., University of Wisconsin-Madison, 2005).


17. Kotar, Kovach, and Burger, A Guide to Forest Communities. For details on soil conditions in other parts of the cutover region, see A. R. Whitson, T. J. Dunnewald, and Carl Thompson, The Soils of Northern Wisconsin, University of Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 306 (Madison: April 1919). For details on relationships
between vegetative communities and microclimate, see Curtis, *The Vegetation of Wisconsin*, 40-41.


21. For further details on the methods employed in this study and companion research, see Steen-Adams, "Change on a Northern Wisconsin Landscape." Limitations of the PLS records include data ambiguity and potential sample bias; these records are not an unbiased sample of pre-European vegetation. Recent research in northern
Wisconsin, however, suggests that while surveyor variability may introduce some error, "variability within data sets representing larger areas are likely to be minimized": see K. L. Manies, D. J. Mladenoff, and E. V. Nordheim, "Surveyor Bias in Forest Data of the U. S. General Land Office Records for Northern Wisconsin," Canadian Journal of Forest Research 10 (2001): 1719-30. A much fuller discussion of potential bias is in Steen-Adams, "Change on a Northern Wisconsin Landscape." Several studies present guidelines to help users validly use the PLS data, including Hazel R. Delcourt and Paul A. Delcourt, "Presettlement Landscape Heterogeneity: Evaluating Grain of Resolution Using General Land Office Survey Data," Landscape Ecology 11 (1996): 363-81. Such research directed our methods, including scale of analysis. To make valid conclusions about landscape change, we applied the same scale of investigation to all datasets. Thus, all maps in our GIS represent land cover at the quarter-section scale. Using a classification scheme, we categorized land cover of all quarter-sections, then developed a land cover map for each of the three dates in this study. These maps enabled us to measure the proportion of various land covers in the Bad River Reservation and thus to quantify change in each vegetative class, including white pine.


23. Steen-Adams, "Change on a Northern Wisconsin Landscape."

24. Archival records show that some sites at Bad River supported dense stands of white pine. For example, a 1913 timber cruise estimated that an eighty-two-acre allotment contained thirty thousand feet of white pine which was "standing but dead about 3 or 4 years." Louis Schlecht. June 20, 1913. Scaler's Inventory of Section 7, SW, NE and SW, NW. T. 46, R.2. Estimates of Timber [for Bad River Agency], RG 75, National Archives and Records Administration—Great Lakes Region (Chicago) (hereafter NARA-GLR (Chicago)). Likewise, a 1925 study found that large volumes of pine grew on some Bad River parcels. The scale inspector, who made field measurements of stumps left over after logging operations, concluded that over 5.5 million board feet of white and red pine had been harvested from a single six-hundred-acre section. The scaler calculated that the total harvest was "a total of 5,551,789 feet or an average of 346,987 feet to each forty which is a fair cut considering that four of the forties ... [are] mostly river bottom on which no white or red pine ever grew." Mark L. Burns, January 15, 1925. Report to Commissioner of Indian Affairs. File 339-5, Bad River Timber Sales Correspondence-General. Box 25, General Correspondence Files, Accession 65 A, 198, RG 75. NARA-GLR (Chicago).
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